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The multitude of methodologies described in this volume and elsewhere demonstrates the value placed on the creation and use ofsimulations (Le., synthetic or artificial situations) for education and
training and associated research by members of a wide spectrum of
disciplines. The notion of educational and training simulations is
undoubtedly ancient. The ideal toward which creators of such simulations aspire, fidelity to the actual situations represented, is unchanging. However, the tools used to create and implement simulations change constantly.
In this chapter, we focus on one such tool, immersive virtual environment technology (IVET). The chapter is divided into three sections. The first provides conceptual and background information
regarding immersive virtual environments (IVEs) and the tools or
technologies (IVETs) used to create them. The second discusses possible advantages and disadvantages of IVETs for educational and
training simulations and research. The third provides an illustration
of an IVET simulation.
IMMERSIVE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS VERSUS IMMERSIVE
VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT TECHNOLOGY
As the heading here suggests, the products-IVEs-and the toolsIVETs-used to create them are not eqUivalent. We have argued else229
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where (Blascovich, 2002) and continue to argue here that humans
have experienced virtual environments, including immersive ones,
from the beginning. We also describe how modern technologies allow us to create powerful virtual environments relatively cheaply.
THE CONCEPT

The term virtual environment l refers to an organization of sensory
information (e.g., the simulation) that leads to perceptions of a synthetic (artificial) environment as nonsynthetic (real). Hence, from a
phenomenological standpoint, perceptions need not differ in virtual
environments from those in analogous nonsynthetic ones, though
virtual environments may be created without direct nonsynthetic analogues. Such phenomenological eqUivalence provides the criterion
or ideal toward which developers ofvirtual environment-based educational and training simulations strive.
One must note that virtual environments can be created on the basis of organized information via any sensory channel or combination
of sensory channels including vision, audition, touch, olfaction, and
taste. Sensory information-for example, light waves, sound waves,
tactile pressure, chemicals-mediates our experience of objects,
movements, and other aspects of environments, whether virtual or
physical. Hence, the reception of exactly the same sensory information whether generated via a virtual or natural environment can result in equivalent phenomenological experience in perceivers. More
specifically, providing that they remain unaware or unconscious of
information about how the environment came to be, perceivers
should not be able to distinguish sensory information transmitted
naturally from the same information transmitted artificially.2
The term IVE refers to a virtual environment that creates a psychological state in which the individual perceives himself or herself as
existing within it (i.e., as being immersed or having presence in it).
The interaction of various characteristics of the person and the senJThe terms virtual environment and virtual reality are used in common language
interchangeably. Indeed, virtual reality is probably more common. However, the academic community generally prefers the former, probably because of the apparently oxymoronic juxtaposition of the terms virtual and reality.
20bservation of many computer game players suggests many in this category experience a great deal of immersion.
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sory information contained in the environment determine the level
of immersion. At an extreme, we can imagine an individual receiving
nothing but virtual sensory information with no conscious knowledge that the information is artificially produced (e.g., the movie
character Truman that Jim Carrey played in The Truman Show).
Such an individual should be totally immersed in that environment
save bouts of daydreaming. Somewhat less extreme, we can imagine
an individual receiving nothing but virtual sensory information, but
with knowledge that the information is artificially produced (e.g.,
the movie character Morpheus that Lawrence Fishburne played in
The Matrix). The immersion that such an individual experiences varies as a function ofconsciousness ofthat knowledge. To take a less or
even nonextreme case, we can imagine an individual simultaneously
receiving virtual and natural sensory information accompanied by
conscious knowledge of which is which (e.g., viewers of an !MAX
mOVie). Such an individual would likely experience less immersion
because the natural and artificial environments are intertWined.
Whether or not they label it as such, many educators and researchers have proven masterful creators ofIVEs. In our own field of social
psychology, several of these virtual environments have proven intellectually, as well as historically significant over the years. For example, in the late 1950s and early 1960s, Milgram used immersive
virtual teaching laboratories to investigate obedience (e.g., Milgram,
1963). In these studies, Milgram assigned participants the role of
teacher. The participants had no knowledge that the teaching laboratory was a simulated or virtual one (relative to the real purpose of
the study). The teacher's task was to administer increasingly painful
shocks to a learner when the latter answered questions incorrectly.
Participants became so immersed that many exhibited extreme emotional responses including frustration, guilt (toward the learner),
and anger (toward the experimenter) because they believed their actions physically harmed other people. Milgram received severe criticism (e.g., Baumrind, 1964) for failing to judge the severe
consequence of the immersion on participants. Indeed, Milgram's
studies led to current government restrictions on what human participants must know about experiments in which they agree to participate (i.e., informed consent). Hence, the depth to which human
research participants can be immersed in virtual environments (i.e.,
without their being informed and made consciously aware ofthe fact
that the environment is Virtual) is actually federally regUlated.
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Adecade later, Zimbardo and colleagues created an immersive virtual prison in the basement of Jordan Hall at Stanford University
(Haney, Banks, & Zimbardo, 1973). He used this IVE to study inmate-staff interactions by randomly assigning students to the role of
prisoner or guards. Like Milgram's, Zimbardo's simulation proved
dangerously immersive. After a few days, the guards were so immersed that they mistreated the prisoners who, like the guards, were
so immersed that they, in turn, became submissive and depressed.
Indeed, the immersion proved so strong that Zimbardo himself terminated the study after only the first of the two initially planned
weeks for the study.
Not all such research IVEs have become infamous. In fact, several
have had more positive impacts. For example, Latane and Darley
(1969) developed a number of virtual environments to investigate
prosodal behavior. These environments, such as a room filling with
smoke, helped them discover processes underlying bystander apathy
in the face of potential danger to bystanders, themselves, and others.
In sum, the concept ofvirtual environments is by no means a new
one. Under different labels (e.g., simulation), academics, educators,
playwrights, moviemakers, and others have used virtual environments for one purpose or another. Virtual environments differ as a
function of their contribution to participants' or inhabitants' phenomenological experience of immersion. Presumably, the level of
immersion determines to some degree the generalizability of important aspects of the virtual experience (e.g., learning) to analogue
physical environments.

TECHNOLOGY

In the previous examples (Milgram's teaching environment, Zimbardo's prison, Darley and Latane's smoke-filled room), researchers
created convincing IVEs concretely using millennia-old tools and
materials such as hammers, saws, nails, wood, paint, etc. Many museums exhibit concrete virtual environments to depict, for example,
historically significant habitats (e.g., cave dwellings, Native American
sweat lodges, slave ships) and workplaces (e.g., the White House
oval office, turn-of-the-century stores, airplane cockpits). Other virtual environments are used in educational settings, for example,
mock courtrooms and classrooms. However, despite their advan-
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tages, concrete hammer and nail virtual environments or simulations carry distinct disadvantages for simulation and research, the
most important ofwhich include space, expense, construction time,
and nonportability.
The advent ofmodern computers brought with it the possibility of
creating virtual environments and IVEs digitally. Sutherland, the inventor of computer graphics and the person who coined the term
virtual reality, foresaw this possibility as early as 1963, building a prototype head mounted display (HMO) for rendering visual stimuli
similar in principle to state-of-the-art HMOs used today. Sutherland
realized that digital computers could display graphic visual stimuli
from any point of view relatively quickly. Unfortunately, in Sutherland's time, computer-processing speeds permitted the quick rendering ofonly relatively simple graphic visual images. However, with
computer processing speed doubling every 18 months for nearly
four decades this limitation no longer presents serious problems.
Here, we divide our discussion ofIVET along major functional lines:
creation and implementation.

IVE Creation Technology

At the end of the scene in The Matrix in which the character
Morpheus demonstrates computer-generated IVEs to the character
Neo, the latter asks rhetorically, "You mean we're inside a computer
program." This description captures the essence of digital IVEs. Developers build digital environments or worlds via computer programming code, which when properly implemented envelops users
or participants in the IVE. By far, most ofthis effort has been directed
toward the creation of visual aspects of digital worlds, sometimes
coupled with auditory aspects, though haptic and olfactory aspects
can also be included. Developers use both software and hardware
tools in their IVE creation endeavors.

Software. Like improvements in other software applications
(e.g., web page creation), high-level programming tools (e.g., languages, run-time libraries) and software standards (e.g., virtual reality
modeling language, VRML) have evolved to ease the development of
digital IVEs. These tools include both model creation and scripting
software. Programmers use the former to create the boundaries of the
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desired digital world (e.g., walls, floor, and ceiling for a virtual classroom; ground, sky, and geologic features of the horizon for a virtual
park), the objects in it (e.g., chairs, desks, lights, people for the virtual
classroom; vegetation, walkways, benches for the virtual park), and artificial physics (e.g., gravity, lighting, wind).
Programmers use scripting software to animate digital worlds via
logical operators such as conditional or if-then statements. Scripting
software is used to render movements of objects, including human
representations, virtual machines, etc., once the IVE is actually operating. For example, if a participant kicks a virtual ball to another participant, scripting software can be written to allow the ball to move
to the other participant, bounce off walls if misdirected, etc. If a participant smiles or frowns, his or her digital representation can be
programmed to smile or frown accordingly.
Special hardware devices help developers create realistic looking objects that they want to include in their virtual environments. Typically, these devices capture a physical object translating it into its own database. One type ofdevice is a three-dimensional
scanner. Such scanners can be used similarly to the two-dimensional
scanners and copy machines with which most of us are familiar but
for three-dimensional objects including both inanimate (e.g., chairs,
tables) and animate (e.g., animals, persons) ones. Less expensive
model creation systems utilize two-dimensional information to produce (via specialized algorithms and software) three-dimensional
digital objects, such as the creation of photographically realistic
three-dimensional human heads from digital snapshots of a person's
face and profile. Of course, once a digital model of a three-dimensional object is created, it can be archived and ported to any
other digital virtual environment without the need to build it over
and over again.
The final product of digital IVE creation is a database analogous to
the dimensions and size of the specific world created. For visual information, one can think of the database as containing pixels filling
in a three-dimensional space. Every pixel in the digital database
would correspond to the visual information at the corresponding
point in the phenomenological environment the creator wants to
develop. The number of pixels contained in the database is a function of the resolution of the IVE and processing and storage capabilities of the computer on which it is stored.
Hardware.
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IVE Implementation

In our view, little difference exists between the phenomenological
experience of participants in concrete simulation or virtual environments (e.g., Zimbardo's prison) and ones created digitally, providing both are equally detailed and have similar restrictions or lack of
restrictions governing participant behaviors especially movements.
Nevertheless, concrete hammer and nail virtual environments or
simulations preclude an important technical problem against which
digital IVE developers must struggle; that is, making sure participants sense (e.g., see) what they should sense by virtue of their physical position, head orientation, and gaze in the immersive virtual
environment (e.g., stimuli within their field of view) including the
position, orientation, and behaviors of objects and others sharing
the environment. For IVEs, we label this process tracking and rendering. In a concrete simulation environment, tracking and rendering are not a problem. Participants sense what they are supposed to
sense no matter their position and orientation because the concrete
IVE physically surrounds them (e.g., a mock courtroom).
The discovery of, and the technology to generate and transmit,
electricity heralded an economic and social revolution ofan unparalleled magnitude near the end of the 19th Century and provoked a
plethora of amaZing inventions. Although most of us do not think of
it as such, one of these inventions, the telephone, represents the first
application of electronic technology to the creation of virtual environments. Individuals using Bell's invention heard each other speak
not because they could hear the other's actual voice, but because the
telephone electronically tracked the other's voice, transmitted it
across telephone lines, and rendered a version to the listener. As
long as directionality of sound does not matter to the social interaction, tracking the conversants' head orientation is unnecessary. Arguably, telephones are immersive because we rarely allow our
conscious knowledge of how the device actually works (if we even
have such knowledge) to interfere with our false but compelling assumption that we actually hear the other person.
Tracking and rendering visual information, however, proves
much more difficult because directionality is generally more critical
to the role that visual information plays in guiding our behaViors. For
example, unless our visual attention is focused directly on an individual snatching a purse from pedestrian, we are unlikely to even no-
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tice the crime much less be able to identify the perpetrator. An
important type of visual directionality for social interaction involves
eye contact. Mutual gaze, or lack of it, strongly influences social interaction. For example, sincerity is associated with eye contact; insincerity is not. Because ordinary television does not permit mutual
gaze, this medium (e.g., video teleconferences) has proven largely
unsatisfactory and less immersive for social interactive virtual environments than the Simple telephone.
Because an individual's visual point of view changes constantly as
a function of ordinary dynamics of body position, head orientation,
and eye movements, it is necessary to track such movements in order
to identify appropriate visual information to display or render to the
individual within the IVE. If an IVE participant gazes left, he or she
should immediately be able to see the part of the IVE in his or her
changed field of view. If he or she then looks right, he or she should
immediately be able to see the part in the new field of view. If he or
she approaches an object in the IVE, the object should subtend a
larger arc of his or her retinas. If he or she distances him- or herself
from an object, the object should subtend a smaller arc of his or her
retinas. If he or she stands on his or her tiptoes, the object should appear lower, ifhe or she crouches, the object should appear higher.
Fortunately, with appropriate peripheral deVices, computers can
track these movements very precisely and control the display of
graphic visual information rapidly and appropriately. Hence, computers can be used to track, store, and render visual information in
digital IVEs. Of course, appropriate audio information can be coupled telephonically relatively easily with visual information providing information via two sensory channels. More difficult, but still
pOSSible, is the inclusion of olfactory and haptic (i.e., touch) information. The basic components for handling sensory information
such as visual information in IVEs consist of tracking, storage, rendering, and display devices. Each may include several subsystems,
each of which, in turn, can include multiple devices.
Tracking. As previously mentioned, the problem of tracking
the frustum of participants' gaze in digital IVEs proved relatively difficult. One solution involves so-called cave automated virtual environment (CAVE) technology, a technique that in its original form
basically presented visual information in a manner completely analogous to a concrete IVE. In this form, a complete CAVE consists of
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a rectangular box with six back-projection screens forming four
walls, a ceiling, and a floor each with a computer projector behind
it. Computers synchronize and drive the projectors so that the visual information ofthe IVE appears on the walls. At a stationary point
inside the room, participants wearing special 3-D shutter glasses experience immersion in the environment. Participants can change
their gaze direction (i.e., frustum) at will and view the IVE in a naturalistic manner because they are inside a three-dimensional 3600
panorama constantly back-projected on the CAVE sides. More complex CAVEs also track participant translation (i.e., left-right, frontback, up-down) movements so that participants can walk around
three-dimensional objects that appear visually to be inside the physical dimensions of the CAVE. Though it works well, this technology
has severe impediments and limitations for IVE implementation. It is
very costly in terms of equipment ($1 million plus) and space (typically requires a room three times the size of the CAVE itself in all
three physical dimensions to accommodate the back-projection distances necessary, such that a 3 m 3 CAVE would require a 9 m 3 building to house it). Furthermore, visual stimuli pertinent to only a
single point ofview at a time can be projected making it necessary to
have multiple CAVEs for live virtual social interaction inside it, a prohibitively expenSive proposition for most educational and behavioral investigators.
Researchers, including ourselves (see Loomis, Blascovich, &
Beall, 1999), have overcome the challenges posed by CAVEs by developing a much more cost-effective tracking technology. Figure
10.1 depicts a simple configuration of the type we use in our work.
Participants wear headgear that contains devices for tracking their
movements and gaze direction. A small light-emitting diode (LED)
sits on a small cube atop the participant's head. This light is monitored via a video tracking system that includes two tiny inexpensive
cameras each mounted in an upper corner of the room in which the
IVE experience takes place. There are no special requirements for
this room other than any lighting needs to be dimmed. The video image of the light against the background of the physical room is transmitted to a video capture board that prOVides information to a
software algorithm that locates the three-dimensional coordinates of
the light in the physical space within a millimeter. Hence, at any
given moment, the system knows where the top of the participant'S
head is located in the physical space that itself corresponds to the 10-
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not pose a problem. The programs underlying IVEs can be run from
various media including CD-ROMs, DVDs, hard disk drives, local
area networks, and even the Internet.

FIG. 10.1.

Simulation participant using an alternative

to

CAVE technology.

cation of his or her head in the virtual space. This measurement is
called translation. In order to track which direction the participant is
facing (i.e., where his or her nose is pointed), a small inertial tracking
device is located just under the light (i.e., the cube). This device provides information directly to the computer indicating the orientation of the head in three dimensions (i.e., roll, pitch, and yaw).
Coupling the orientation and translation information, the computer can monitor the direction the participant faces in real time.
Generally, this is sufficient to establish the participant's field ofview
at any given time. Nonetheless, even greater specificity of the participant's field of view can be obtained by adding eye-tracking equipment to monitor eye movements independently of where the
participant's head faces.

Storage. As previously described, digital IVEs are saved or stored
as computer programs that include a database of the visual and other
information contained in the virtual world, as well as a script that
provides instructions to the computer to run the world. Since very
large amounts of inexpensive computer memory and storage have
become available over the last decade, digital storage capacity does

Rendering. The computer that tracks participant movements
and stores the digital IVE also can be used to render appropriate visual and other sensory information for the participant. Given the
data stream generated by tracking the participant, the computer rapidly determines the visual information necessary to fill the participant's field of view or frustum. Because each eye has a slightly
different field of view from the other, the computer can simultaneously render both, thereby permitting binocular or stereoscopic
visual displays (see the following section) that permit three-dimensional perception.
Rendering time or lag consists of the period between participant
movements (e.g., body, head, and eyes) and the actual display ofrendered information. The amount of time the computer takes to determine what visual information ill the field of view to render is critical
to rendering time. If the lag is pe~ceptible, participants will be negatively affected physiologically, cr~~ting the possibility of cybersickness, an undesirable malady not u~like seasickness. The time the
computer takes is a function of the complexity of the visual information in the IVE database, the size ofthefleld ofview, and the processing speed of the computer. Increasing complexity (indexed by
polygon count), field-of-view size, or both, slows rendering speed;
increasing processing speed quickens rendering speed. As processing speed has increased generally for computers, rendering time has
become less of an issue in rendering digital IVEs. As long as rendering speed stays under 40-50 milliseconds, the time lag in tracking
and rendering remains imperceptible.
Display. In order to display audio information, simple headphones typically suffice. In order to display visual information, we
use HMDs attached to participants' headgear (see Fig. 10.1). The
HMD consists of two miniature computer display screens (e.g., liquid crystal displays or LCDs) , one for each eye with appropriate optic
lenses that help focus displayed information on the participants'
eyes. As preViously mentioned, slightly different renderings are displayed to each eye, resulting in the experience of stereoscopic or
binocular vision.
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An Added Note. Once a digital IVE has been developed and a
participant wears the equipment necessary for tracking and rendering, the stage is set for the participant's immersive experience. Much
of the quality of this experience depends on the quality of the sensory information in the digital world itself. However, much also depends on the freedom of participants to move (e.g., walk, run, jump,
kneel) in a naturalistic fashion. Being able to do so provides kinesthetic feedback from the muscles and body structures that is the
same as that in naturalistic settings and concrete IVEs.
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THE VALUE OF IVET FOR EDUCATIONAL
AND TRAINING SIMULATIONS AND RESEARCH

Given that digitallVET is still in its infancy, its ultimate value for simulation-based educational research will prove itself one way or the
other in the future. However, several advantages are apparent already.
Elimination of the Experimental Control-Mundane
Realism Trade-off

Methodologists have long recognized an important problem in laboratory-based experimental behavioral research for many decades.
Specifically, the greater the investigator's control over the experimental enVironment, the lower the mundane realism of that environment. Figure 10.2 depicts this trade-off. Because experimental
control provides the basis for causal inferences from the results of
experiments and mundane realism provides the basis for the generalizability or external validity of experimental results research, experimental investigators typically could not claim both.
However, the inverse relationship between experimental control
and mundane realism is not a matter of firm scientific principle or
logic. Rather, it is based on the typical way in which most experimental psychologists and others choose to control (or not control) extraneous variables in experimental situations. Those interested in
strong causal inferences have controlled cues associated with unwanted variables by eliminating them, freeZing or making them
static, or all of the aforementioned, if they could not be eliminated
entirely. For example, rather than study a participant's learning and
memory in an actual classroom filled with students and a teacher and
other distractions, many experimentalists bring individuals into

High
Mundane Realism

FIG. 10.2. The relation between control of an experiment and mundane realism in experiments.

stark windowless laboratories in which little distraction exists and in
which experimental variables can be precisely controlled. On the
other hand, those interested in generalizability have conducted research in mundane settings such as actual classrooms but at the expense of drawing weak theoretical inferences.
The reason for either alternative has been practical. One cannot
control all aspects of a mundanely or ecologically realistic experimental environment easily, especially if that environment is one in
which other humans (e.g., a teacher, other students) are present.
One cannot be sure that the actions of the other humans (i.e., confederates) will occur in precisely the same way experimental session
after experimental session.
However, digitallVET makes it possible both to create ecologically realistic experimental environments (e.g., classrooms, courtrooms, airplane cockpits) and to control every aspect of that
environment including the actions of other human representations
within it. Hence, there is no loss in experimental control and
strength of causal inferences and generalizability or external validity
remains high. Figure 10.3 depicts this new relationship.
Facilitation of Exact Replication

Replication in many of the behavioral sciences, including social psychology, has proven difficult. Hence, many findings stand on the basis of relatively few replications and even fewer replications across
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software to manipulate additional independent variables oftheoretical interest without affecting the general paradigm, thereby providing a better basic for replication and extension experiments.

High

Experimental
Control

Provision of Unobtrusive Measures

Low
Low

High
Mundane Realism

FIG. 10.3.
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The new relation between conu'of and realism with IVE.

laboratories. The replication difficulty arises for several reasons.
First, experimental environments differ in both nonsubtle and subtle ways .from laboratory to laboratory, and university to university.
Regarding the former, the physical environments are unlikely to be
the same or even very similar. The personnel (e.g., confederates) interacting with experimental participants differ both nonsubtly (e.g.,
gender) and subtly (e.g., stature). Although methods and procedures sections of research articles can guide a replication, they do
not typically report enough detail (e.g., the vocal tone of taped instructions) to permit an exact replication. These problems conspire
to make exact replications impossible, thereby lessening the probability of a replication and, more insidiously, providing rationalizations based on lack of procedural similarity for failures to replicate,
thereby increasing the longevity of findings or phenomena that
might actually be artifactual.
Digital IYET-based experimental environments, however, eliminate these problems. Once inside a digital lYE, experimental participants in any laboratory can experience the exact experimental
scenario as anyone else in the world with the same digital lYE. The
only caveat is that they use the same display hardware system.
Hence, nearly all physical laboratory differences become irrelevant,
confederates (actually digital computer agents) are exactly the same,
and exact methods and procedures are transmitted via the computer
program scripts. Failures to replicate can no longer be explained
away in terms of differences in implementation of the replications.
Furthermore, disparate investigators can carefully modify digital IVE

Campbell and his colleagues (Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, &
Sechrest, 1999) pioneered the identification and use of unobtrusive
dependent measures, arguing that such measures are not susceptible to experimenter bias or experimental demand characteristics.
Unobtrusive measures are made without the awareness of those being measured; for example, time spent reading particular articles in a
magazine as a measure of the individual's interest in a particular
topic; food packaging found in garbage cans to determine an individual's eating and brand preferences; the distance people maintain between themselves and others as a measure of intimacy. Digital IYET
makes a plethora of unobtrusive measures available to researchers
more or less automatically.
Tracking and rendering requirements of IYET systems include
many measures that can be used as unobtrusive measures in research experiments. These measures can be categorized as temporal, spatial, temporal-spatial, and auditory. In and of themselves,
unobtrusive measures are intrinsically interesting. However, their
more informative value lies in their justification as measures of theoretical constructs; justification that must be provided by the individual investigator.
Temporal unobtrusive measures include reaction times, latencies, and durations. Reaction time is defined as how quickly an individual responds to an action contingent on the appearance of a
specific signal or stimulus; for example, pressing the accelerator of
an automobile when a traffic light turns green. Latency refers to the
time interval between events; for example, the length of the period
between an individual seeing another person smile and smiling
back. Duration is the time spent at a particular task; for example, the
length of time an individual spends writing an essay. All three of
these measures can be included in digital lYE scripts; for example,
how quickly an individual reacts (i.e., reaction time) to a virtual traffic hazard by pressing the brake on a virtual automobile, how long it
takes (i.e., latency) an individual to determine whether he or she has
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seen a virtual object or person before; the length of time (Le., duration) an individual plays blackjack in a virtual casino. Again, however, these measures need theoretical and conceptual justification
to be useful.
Spatial unobtrusive measures include location and orientation information; for example, where an individual places himself or herself and where he or she gazes after approaching a virtual human
representation. Figure 10.4 illustrates final location information for
research participants who have approached a virtual human representation who gazes (panel A) or does not gaze (panel B) at them
while they approach. Similarly, we could record the frustum of a research participant's gaze toward others in the IVE.
Temporal-spatial unobtrusive measures include recordings of
paths and movements. Similarly, we could determine the velocity
of such approaches, as well as whether or not participants accelerated or decelerated their approaches to the virtual human representation.
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In a digital IVE, investigators can control the appearance of any representation with or without their knowledge. Hence, an individual's
physical identity can be changed even in ways that alter his or her social identity. For example, the sex, race, ethnicity, or stature of a participant can be changed. This feature has enormous implications for
educational simulations and research. Members of nonstigmatized
groups can be given a stigmatized identity in an IVE and vice versa.
Individuals can walk a mile in someone else's shoes and experience
the social world from a quite different perspective.
Using digital IVEs, investigators can alter the actions or behaviors of
representations without their knowledge enabling what we have labeled transformed social interactions (TSIs). For example, a leader
making a presentation to a group of individuals within an IVE, or a
teacher conducting a class in an IVE, can appear to gaze directly at
each of the participants or pupils up to 100% of the time, a TSI we call
non-zero sum gaze. This may increase the impact ofwhat she or he has
to say to members of the group or students in the class.
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stantive background literature, and describe how IVET can be used
advantageously to create a lineup-type identification procedure.

Background

FIG. 10.5.

Comparison of actual photographs and virtual models.

This same functionality enables investigators to control many aspects of research participants heretofore typically uncontrolled (see
previous experimental control-mundane realism discussion).
Hence, investigators using digital IVET can assure control over stature (e.g., height, girth, eye level) and appearance (e.g., skin color,
eye color, hair color and style, clothing) of participants.

ILLUSTRATION OF AN IVET EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
SIMULATION: EYEWITNESS IDENTIFICATION

We can illustrate the application ofIVET-based simulation bydescribing one designed to educate participants about eyewitness identification, perhaps in the context of a criminal investigation. More
specifically, this simulation involves identifying a suspect in the context of a police lineup. Toward this end, we review some of the sub-

EyeWitnesses exhibit two major shortcomings when attempting to
identify criminal suspects they previously witnessed committing a
crime. They make too many false positive, or false alarm, errors (Le.,
incorrectly accuse innocent people), and they are overconfident in
their ability to recognize perpetrators. The research literature documents the shortcomings of eyewitness identification accuracy and,
more importantly, from a societal pOint of view, raises the negative
implications of those shortcomings (Loftus, 1975; Wells, in press;
Wells & Loftus, in press).
Cognitive and social psychologists have produced a substantial
corpus of research reporting investigations of the processes that occur when eyewitnesses attempt to recognize criminal suspects. The
objective of much of this research involves the development and validation of tools that can be used to quantify and objectively measure
the accuracy and, hence, fairness of police lineups (Brigham, Meissner, & Wasserman, 1999) so as to reduce false positives in which the
eyewitness incorrectly identifies a foil as the suspect.
Research has demonstrated a variety of conditions that increase
and decrease the accuracy of eyewitness identification. These include: the race and sex of the suspect (Bothwell, Brigham, &
Malpass, 1989; Brigham & Barkowitz, 1978), the visual presence of
weapons on the suspect (Tooley, Brigham, Maass, & Bothwell,
1987), the number of foils (Le., the people inserted into the lineup
as distracters for the eyewitness) contained in the lineup (Malpass,
1981), the manner in which the people are presented to the eyewitness during the lineup (Lindsay, Lea, & Fulford, 1991; Lindsay &
Wells, 1985), the level of visual similarity of the foils to the suspect
(Laughery, Jensen, & Wogalter, 1996; Luus & Wells, 1991), and the
contextual or background surroundings that the eyewitness experiences during the lineup (Krafka & Penrod, 1985; Malpass & Devine,
1981).
In the illustration here, we focus on this last factor: lineup contextual cues. We propose that IVET can increase contextual realism for
eyewitness identification procedures and therefore greatly improve
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our understanding of the impact of contextual factors on eyewitness
identification accuracy. Such understanding should help educate
people, including designers of identification procedures such as police lineups; witnesses and defendants involved in such procedures;
and consumers (e.g., lawyers, juries, judges) of the information generated by such procedures.
Furthermore, improving the contextual realism of eyewitness
identification procedures should increase the generalizability of research findings. As Malpass and Devine (1980) concluded, "to evaluate the generalizability and utility of (eyewitness testimony)
laboratory studies, it is important to determine whether their results
and related theoretical analyses survive the transposition to more realistic contexts" (p. 347).

Simulating Lineups Using IVET

Here, we illustrate how one might use IVET not only to simulate police lineups but to bring contextual realism into the process. In particular, we focus on how IVET improves environmental context
realism for a lineup in terms of the actual crime scene, the realism of
digital representations of criminal suspects and foils, and reconstruction of the viewing conditions during the actual witnessing of
the target event.

Environmental Features. Previous eyewitness identification research focused on the role of contextual cues from crime scenes in
maximizing eyewitnesses' recognition accuracy. Techniques investigated included providing phrases and textual descriptions in order
to bring the witness back to the mental state in which he or she was in
during the occurrence of the crime (Cutler, Penrod, O'Rourke, &
Martens, 1986; Hershkowitz, Orbach, Lamb, Sternberg, & Horowitz,
2001), showing witnesses photographs of the original crime scene
(Cutler, Penrod, & Martens, 1987), showing witnesses objects from
the environment (Krafka & Penrod, 1985), and conducting the
lineup at the original crime scene (Davies & Milne, 1985). Accuracy
for identifying faces in particular is augmented by background context. Indeed, Memon and Bruce (1983) demonstrated that the background context of a photograph can have a greater impact on
recognition than the features of the face itself.
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Of course, IVEs can improve lineup contexts in many ways by producing realism that goes far beyond photographs or videos in terms
of social interaction, amount of information portrayed, and perceptual realism. Furthermore, it is often easier to construct computer
models than to reconstruct a physical crime scene, arrange a physical
on-site lineup, or both. Moreover, certain sites such as crowded
streets or private property may be unavailable to us, and subtle ambient characteristics such as lighting and fog are extremely difficult to
match without IVEs. Finally, a virtual lineup is mobile, can be reused,
and can even be brought into the courtroom for demonstrations.
Figure 10.4 illustrates how photographically realistic these virtual
contexts can be. One can conduct a police-type lineup in such a contextually realistic IVE.

Realism of Digital Representations of Suspects and Foils. The
value of digital IVE-based police lineups depends most critically on
the realism of the digital representations of the suspect and foils.
This includes what we call photographic realism but also extends to
what we call behavioral realism. As Fig. 10.5 illustrates, virtual representations of humans can be constructed to behave quite realistically. These representations can also be animated realistically so that
they can turn their heads, exhibit facial expressions, etc. Furthermore, the representations of suspects and foits can be dressed identically, wear the same eyeglasses, sunglasses, jewelry, etc.
In Fig. 10.5, the two leftmost panels depict actual photographs of
a person. By using photogrammetric software designed to instantiate three-dimensional models from two-dimensional images, it is
possible to create relatively realistic virtual reconstructions of a person's head and face. There are many advantages to creating such a
model. One advantage, shown in Fig. 10.5, is the ability to closely examine the head from any angle, including novel angles for which
there is no original photograph. In other words, it could be the case
that a witness saw a criminal perform some action from a very specific angle. Given a virtual model of a head, it is not necessary to have
photographs of the suspects and the distracter foils from that exact
angle. All that is necessary is the existence of the virtual model, which
then can be rotated to any desired angle.
More importantly, perhaps, the resemblance between and among
the suspect and foils can be precisely calibrated psychophysically.
For example, a digital representation of an anchor foil, by definition
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innocent, and a digital representation of the suspect can be used via
morphing techniques to produce an appropriate number of equally
spaced foils along a psychophysical gradient. Hence, one can quantify exactly how close to the suspect or the foil any witness identification is.

Reconstruction o/Viewing Conditions. The prototypical police
lineup takes place in a specially constructed suite consisting of a
well-lit room in which suspects and foils stand aligned side-by-side,
viewed from another room via one-way glass by witnesses. The viewing conditions; for example, the distance between the witness and
individuals in the lineup, are determined by the physical constraints
ofthe lineup suite, not by the original viewing conditions; for example, the distance at which they originally witnessed the perpetrator.
Viewing conditions can be reconstructed more precisely using IVET.
For example, the actual distance, viewing angle (e.g., from a thirdfloor balcony to a street), the lighting, and opacity of the air (e.g.,
clear, foggy, smoky) can be recreated with little difficulty thereby increasing the realism of the eyewitness identification procedure.
One of the benefits of developing IVE simulations is the ability to
reuse that simulation. As Blascovich and colleagues (2002) describe
in detail, IVE simulations allow a vast number of individuals to experience the exact same sensory experience. In other words, a researcher or instructor can ensure that his or her research
participants or students all receive the exact same audio and visual
information by donning the same equipment and going through the
same IVE simulation. Along the same lines, once a research or training simulation is developed, there is little to no cost to reusing that
simulation.

ON-LINE ADDENDUM

As an addendum to this chapter, we have developed a World Wide

Web simulation in which a student witnesses a videotape of a person
pilfering a wallet, and then participates in one of four different types
of lineups. These lineups vary along one of two dimensions. First,
the lineups either consist of all photographs (for both the suspect
and the numerous distracters) or of all virtual models of heads. This
dimension is important to examine because the student can experi-
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ence the difficulty of performing accurately in the lineup procedure,
as well as draw his or her own conclusions concerning the potential
of using these virtual heads as substitutes for photographs. Second,
the models can be presented simultaneously (i.e., all at once such
that the witness can compare among the options) or presented sequentially (i.e., one at a time to avoid direct comparisons). Research
by Wells (2002) demonstrated powerful differences between these
two presentation methods. Specifically, sequential lineups tend to
produce fewer false alarms (which result in wrongful incarcerations)
than simultaneous lineups. However, until experiencing the differences in these presentation modes, it is difficult for a student to
grasp the shortcomings inherent to the simultaneous presentations.
CONCLUSION

The advent of IVEs has made possible a wide array of digital decision
simulations not possible before. There are many reasons to think
that improvements in the technologies and techniques associated
with IVE will revolutionize the world of decision simulations, and
will lead to learning effects heretofore only dreamed about. The psychological research is only beginning to understand some of the reasons why students would be expected to learn more in such
environments, but to the extent that having students able to suspend
reality in order to effectively play their roles in a given simulation,
then IVE facilitates this process.
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